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WHY BOB LOVES DIRT

When Bob was a baby, his doctor accidentally dropped him
out the window. The hospital was a tall building, and since
Bob was just a baby, he couldn’t scream for help. Luckily,
there was a pile of dirt and that cushioned his fall. That was
the start of a long relationship between the two. That is why
Bob loves dirt.
-Trevor N
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C HAPTER 1

DIRT HOUSE

Hello, my name is Bob. I LOVE Dirt! “I think I am the
smartest person in the world. I am also very handsome. Who
cares anyway.” As you may be able to tell, I live in a Dirt
house. It is so spacious and nice. I really don’t like the world
because there isn’t enough Dirt. Also, since everyone likes the
game minecraft, I want there to be more Dirt there, too. I
wish I could make more Dirt… Hmm...

C HAPTER 2

MAKING DIRT

I just got back from the river with some gravel and a large
stone. I will use these to make ARTIFICIAL Dirt! I grab the
stone and bang the gravel with it.
~0~
Two hours later I finally finished the Dirt. It looked
AMAZING. One problem, though. The pounded gravel wasn’t
brown. It will work, though. Now I have to “fix” Minecraft.
Hehe!

C HAPTER 3

THE ATTACK
Or: Cue the Secret Agent Music… NOW!

Whee! IM AT MOJANG!!! Don’t I look so cool? Okay, let’s get
in. I walk up to the door, and it’s locked. Meh. I have an idea!
Let’s use the POWER OF Dirt! I grab some grass (Dirt!) and
jam it in the electronic locking mechanism. The door clicks
open and I’m in.
~0~
I did a lot to Minecraft. (I happen to know Java™!) Here is the
complete list:
• Changed all blocks to Dirt. :)
• Changed all entities to Dirt. :)
• Changed all text to “Dirt”. :)
Dirt will be the only thing in Minecraft! Tehe!

C HAPTER 4

THE REACTION

Little Billy Says “It’s time to play some Minecraft!”, He logs on
and opens his world. “AAAAAHHHHHHHHHH! It’s… It’s…
Dirt.” NOOOOOOOOO!
~0~
The fake Dirt is awesome in my opinion but for some reason
no one else liked it. Maybe because is wasn’t brown or maybe
because plants didn’t grow in it. I really don’t know.

C HAPTER 5

THE END!

You really thought that I would leave minecraft like that
forever? You are wrong. I fixed it the day after I broke it. The
dirt, well some person lit it on fire and now it’s gone. GONE!
What person would do that? I guess since my efforts have
been destroyed I will stop trying. Or Not?
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Dirt
noun
a substance, such as mud or dust, that soils someone or something: his face was covered in dirt.
• loose soil or earth; the ground: the soldier sagged to the dirt.
• [ usu. as modifier ] earth used to make a surface for a road, floor, or other area of
ground: a dirt road.
• short for dirt track.
• informal excrement: a lawn covered in dog dirt.
• a state or quality of uncleanliness: Pittsburgh used to be renowned for the sweat and
dirt of industry.
• informal gossip, esp. information about someone's activities or private life that could
prove damaging if revealed: is there any dirt on Desmond?
• informal a worthless or contemptible person or thing: she treats him like dirt.
PHRASES
do someone dirt (also do dirt to someone ) informal harm someone's reputation maliciously.
drag the name of someone (or something ) through the dirt informal give someone or
something a bad reputation through bad behavior or damaging revelations: he condemned players for dragging the name of football through the dirt.
eat dirt informal suffer insults or humiliation: the film bombed at the box office and
the critics made it eat dirt.
ORIGIN Middle English: from Old Norse drit ‘excrement,’ an early sense in English.
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